
Covid.ElsevierPure.com 
"a portal to assist novel coronavirus related research collaborators and institutions to discover 

each other globally" 

 

Using Elsevier’s Fingerprinting Technology™ (which is Natural Language Processing + 

scientific, medical and engineering taxonomies applied across Scopus Author Profiles and 

Mendeley Data Monitor tracked Datasets) …. 

 

….rapidly identify relevant potential collaborators & institutions… 

For example: 

 

or another example:   



 
Example3:  

Searching for ACE2 immediately yields a researcher J.M. Penninger, part of an international 

team who found a trial drug that effectively blocks the cellular door SARS-CoV2 uses to infect 

hosts.  

 
For identified authors, review a relevant - but partial - set of research papers and datasets they 

have produced in this field: 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/04/200402144526.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/04/200402144526.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/04/200402144526.htm


 

However we want to be clear, this is not a comprehensive index. 
 

Content Selection Process – 
Our aim in selecting content was to enable researchers related to the COVID epidemic to help 

discover collaboration opportunities through a targeted search (instead of enormous amounts of 

content in public search engines). 

Full disclosure:  

How Researcher Profiles have been selected: 

We ran a search in Scopus — a source-neutral abstract and citation database of over 
75 million records from over 5m publishers — for publications referencing the 
coronavirus and related diseases such as SARS from 1996 to the present.  

- We came up with more than 35,000 researchers and selected the top 1,000 high 
prolific Profiles (qualified based on volume of on-target papers or high citation 
volume).  

In addition we searched for newer publications in 2019 and 2020 based on a search 
query: TITLE ( sars-cov-2 ) OR TITLE ( covid-19 ) OR TITLE ( {novel coronavirus} ) OR 
TITLE ( 2019-ncov ). 

To avoid a website that contained far more content that was unrelated to the virus 
epidemic than wa actually related to it, research outputs were then filtered. 

Links are provided from all author profiles to fuller author profiles on 
Scopus.com. 

Links are provided to the publication website as well. 

How Research Outputs were selected/filtered: 

We elected to index and cite articles from the above author list which matched this 
Scopus search: 



TITLE-ABS-KEY(coronavirus OR "Middle East respiratory syndrome" OR "Severe acute 
respiratory syndrome" OR "Porcine epidemic diarrhea virus" OR "Feline infectious 
peritonitis virus" OR "Murine hepatitis virus" OR "Avian infectious bronchitis virus" OR 
sars-cov-2 OR covid-19 OR {novel coronavirus} OR 2019-ncov) 

And they have been authored by at least one of the selected researcher profiles. 

How Research Datasets were selected: 

For Scopus indexed articles elected into the Portal, we searched Mendeley Data 
Monitor ™ for research datasets or ancillary files related to those published articles.  
Datasets are included if they can be found and identified by tracing from the article to 
the referenced dataset on a public open data repository. 

How Press / Media about Research has been selected: 

We searched in Newsflo (a database of News linked to Scopus Author and Institution 
Profiles) finding all news related to the selected researcher profiles and research 
outputs, and then limiting to those having one of the following matching their title: 

coronavirus OR "Middle East respiratory syndrome" OR "Severe acute respiratory 
syndrome" OR "Porcine epidemic diarrhea virus" OR "Feline infectious peritonitis virus" 
OR "Murine hepatitis virus" OR "Avian infectious bronchitis virus" OR sars-cov-2 OR 
covid-19 OR {novel coronavirus} OR 2019-ncov 

Upcoming improvements 

We are in close collaboration with our data scientists to enhance and improve the 
Platform and selection criteria used.   

Feedback:  

Feedback from the researcher community actively working on the epidemic relief is 
highly encouraged. Please use the link on the bottom left of the page to provide 
feedback to our Support team. 

 


